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     The Family of KDJ Natural Makeup Products 
 
 
Mineral Matte Blush NEW (Hypoallergenic) Revolutionary fusion of matte and mineral. Soft and very natural looking. Gives skin 
a healthy and youthful appearance. Universal colors. 
 
Mineral Lip Mousse NEW  Long lasting color with a demi-matte ultra creamy finish. Caresses lips with luxurious feel of supple 
suede. Filling spheres fill lines and plump lips, for a lush, soft, younger look. Universal colors. 
 
Mineral Photo Touch Concealer NEW Skin optic light technology, line filling corrective micro-spheres deliver ultimate in 
camouflage. Dark circles, scars, blemishes and fine lines disappear. 
 
Hydrating Powder Foundation NEW Skin looks polished to perfection. Super hydrating and natural looking, evens skin tones and 
diffuses imperfections. Beautiful coverage – skin looks flawless. For all skin types.  
Colors: Light,  Light-Medium,  Medium,  Medium-Deep 
 
 Liquid Powder Mineral Foundation (Oil-Free, SPF15) Gives skin look of perfection. Micro diffusers reduce appearance of 
lines. Natural looking coverage. Hypoallergenic. Colors: Cream(Light), Tender Beige(Light-Medium), Pale Beige(Medium), 
Natural Beige(Medium-Dark) 
 
Mineral Tint Makeup (Oil-Free, SPF20)  New technology - essential minerals in this foundation create the illusion of flawless 
skin, ultra sheer, yet evens out imperfections, contains light diffusing pigments that help fine lines diminish. Colors: Light, Medium, 
Cameo  
 
“Airbrush” Radiance Mineral Powder Makeup (SPF15) Loose powder, color makeup, super hydrating, rich in vitamins and a 
special boosting matrix to enhance firmness along with a unique complex to steer attention away from lines and wrinkles. Helps 
illuminate skin. Skin looks flawless. 
 
Radiance Mineral Veil Makeup (SPF15) Moisture charged mineral powder makeup that sets and brightens “Airbrush” Radiance 
Mineral Powder with a translucent finish. It can also be worn over bare skin or over any liquid makeup to brighten it. Skin looks 
radiant. 
 
Kabuki Brush For perfect application of Mineral Powder makeup. Soft goat hair bristles give you a soft, natural, flawless look. 
 
Powder Liner Eye Pencil  Draws a soft powder line; the sponge tip effortlessly diffuses liner. 
 
Automatic Long Lasting Eye Liner (waterproof)  Apply it straight or smudge it on; looks more natural; stays put.  Never needs 
sharpening; great for the active woman. 
 
Waterproof Mascara  Stays put until you take it off.  Doesn’t flake or clump.  Lashes look lush and long.  Great for sensitive eyes.  
Colors: Black, Black-brown 
 
(1) Medicated Acne Spot Cover (Day, skin color) 
(2) Medicated Acne Spot Treatment (Night or Day, clear gel)   
Salicylic acid encapsulated in a slow release delivery system, quickly clears blemishes and prevents new ones.  Super power yet 
gentle, wonderful for sensitive skin. 
 
Airbrush Powder Foundation Brush NEW Softer layered brush designed for Hydrating Powder Foundation. Allows smooth 
application for airbrush-like finish. 
 
Mineral Makeup Powder Compact   Skin looks flawless.  Natural light reflecting properties found in minerals create soft diffused 
finish.  Use over foundation for an air-brushed look or use alone for a soft, natural look.  Hypoallergenic, no talc, SPF8.  For all skin 
types. 
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